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Abstract: The current study is to explore and develop a model for the evaluation of graphic design works. A total of 25 

graphic design works constituting with five circles in different sizes and locations were assessed with 75 designers in 10 

evaluation criteria of graphic design by a 9-point scale system. A factor analysis was used to reduce the number of 

evaluation criteria. The two crucial criteria (balance and contrast) explaining 57.6 % of the variance was derived from the 

25 graphic design works. In order to test the evaluating validity of graphic design works with the scores of balance and 

contrast, another set of 25 logo design works were evaluated with 21 designers in the two criteria and in a overall scores. 

A multiple linear regression analysis using the stepwise method was conducted to predict the design scores with the two 

crucial criteria. The result indicates that the regression equation has a highly predicting power to the design scores based 

on the two crucial criteria (R2= 0.518).  
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1. Introduction 

The word graphic, in its broadest sense, refers to anything written, drawn, or engraved. Under this 

definition the term graphic design could apply to any of the visual arts, especially those that involve a 

two-dimensional surface. Drawing and printmaking, in particular often described as graphic arts. However, the 

goals of a painter or draftsman and those of an advertising designer are quite different, as are the problem 

encountered. Therefore, a more specific and generally accepted categorization limits the term graphic design to 

work intended for commercial reproduction. Usually graphic design has some definite purpose, for instance to 

sell a product or an idea, to make a book readable and attractive, or to call attention to something [1]. 
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Advertising design, show window design, editing design, corporate identity system design, photograph and 

packing design all are the examples of graphic design. In those cases, the designers conveyed the messages of 

products or ideas to the consumers with their design works. The quality of graphic design has become a 

significant factor for selling a product or an idea. For a graphic design the two elements are words and images 

[1]. In the purposes of teaching and learning we will define graphic design as the selection and arrangement of 

elements for a printed format. In other word, to evaluate a graphic design work is to evaluate the result of 

selection and arrangement of words and images. 

Generally speaking, the quality of a design work depends on the selection and arrangement of elements. 

The most basic image elements are dots, lines and planes, producing different visual perception and variation 

in various arrangement, for instance, order, size, direction, radiation, and tension. Besides, they can produce 

light and shade, materials, visual interesting and effects [10]. Dot is the most important graphic element. The 

idea of a dot is understood in a very broad sense. All plane figures which have a center and are perceived as 

closed forms may be described as a dot-shaped. Even if a dot expands, it still remains a dot. A mere increase in 

the size of an element is not enough to alter its essential character (figure 1). Because it is circumscribed, 

balanced, non-figurative and weightless, the smallest dot is particularly well adapted to demonstrating the most 

important principles of composition. It is also maneuverable element in the whole field of pictorial art [3]. 

With different sizes and positions, the dots convey the different perception (figure 2). Every dot, even the 

smallest, has radiating power, but the dot-plane relationships invariably proceed exclusively outwards from the 

dot or inwards towards it. If we placed another dot by the side of the first one, the dot-background relation ship 

now becomes secondary. The two dots determine what happens on the plane. Working with a large number of 

dots gives a rich variety of formulations: simple rows of dots, vertical and horizontal rows of dots (grid 

pattern), massing, variability in size, grey tone and color, and in texture [3]. 
 

Figure 1. The big circles still remain the perception of dot. 
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(a) the dots show femininity and delicacy                     (b) the dots show roughness and grandness 

 
(c) the dots in the center                                   (d) the dots in mass, single value, line formation 

 
(e) the dots in the three different sizes and position              (f) the dots in the various sizes and positions 

Figure 2. The dots in the different sizes and position 
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Line is the visible trace of a moving dot [3, 10]. If the dot is an important element in structure and analysis, 

the line performs the important duty of construction [3]. Lines are divided into straight line and curve; the 

former one is static and the later one is dynamic. The lines can be mentally grasped on terms of the 

relationship in width and space; the lines show the perception of distance, weight and solid [6, 10]. 
 

               
(a) the lines with different width show distance                 (b) the lines in different space show  distance 

Figure 3. The lines with different constituting show the different perception. 

 

The dot is bound to a center and is static; the line is stretch; the plane is weight and area [2, 5]. Design 

works constituting with dots, lines and planes skillfully could express various emotion and visual impression 

[5]. For example, the picture is divided into several areas of colors and constituted with dots, lines and planes 

separately in different sizes, widths or tone values [3], showed as figure 4. 
 

 
Figure 4. The same pictures are presented in different design elements 

 

A successful mark is one that engages the view and allows them to play a small ‘interactive’ mind game 

with it [9]. Simple and primary symbols are man’s first attempt to communicate, not by tongue, but by a 

representational drawing or image [9]. The legible symbols are too familiar to provoke us into reflection on 
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their basic construction. Perhaps it should be emphasized that we resort to the basic elements of creative art 

when we compose or receive a written message [3]. Logos are a primary means of communicating corporate 

value to customers and employees, to shareholders and investors, in the marketplace and in the world [8]. It 

delivers a clear, well-defined message of uniqueness and individuality. Many times, logos are the first and only 

impression consumers encounter when they are shopping for a particular product or service [7]. For example, 

fashion needed contemporary, instantly recognizable marks and Nike and Calvin Klein chose symbols and 

lettering that would state they designed the products carrying them [9]. 

History has proven that the ideal trademark - from a marketing viewpoint - must be simple and unique, 

distinctive and, most importantly, memorable. It must conjure instant association with one particular product 

or service and must encourage repeat purchase [9]. Thus, logo takes the place of graphic mark gradually [5]. 

From this point of view, logos assume considerable importance in that, apart from their actual function as a 

means of communication, they also afford one of the few occasions when modern man has to deal with the 

pure formal element [3]. All masks fall under one of six categories: (a) name of company, (b) prefix of 

company, (c) combination of name and prefix, (d) combination of name and graphic, (e) implication of name 

of company, and (f) company goal. 
 

 
(a) name of company                   (b) prefix of company                   (c) combination of name and prefix 
 

 
(d) combination of name and graphic      (e) implication of name of company        (f) company goal 

Figure 5. Marks categories 
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A graphics professional depends on some basic design principles to make communication work. These 

design principles are valuable as guides, but not absolute rules to follow [11]. The principles of design include 

ten criteria: repetition, gradation, symmetry, balance, harmony, contrast, proportion, rhythm, simplicity, and 

unity [1, 5] (a) Repetition: the same shape is presented repeatedly and they are not either primary or 

subordinate. (b) Gradation: the similar shapes are presented gradationally, such as from big to small, or small 

to big. (c) Symmetry: the layout of the shapes is identical in the both side of the datum line that is vertical or 

horizontal. (d) Balance: the layout of the shapes looks equivalent in the both side of the datum line that is 

vertical or horizontal. (e) Harmony: the similar shapes or materials are presented harmoniously. (f) Contrast: 

the opposite shapes or materials are presented with conflicts. (g) Proportion: there is mathematical relation 

between the parts and the parts, or the whole design work. (h) Rhythm: the shapes are arranged repeatedly in a 

regular pattern, so that the design work looks well-ordered and kinetic. (i) Simplicity: the simple lines and 

shapes are performed with the sensation of pure and plane. (j) Unity: the various shapes are performed to 

express the same theme with order [1, 5]. 

 

 

2. Methods 

2.1. Deriving crucial factors from ten criteria by factor analysis 

Subjects: A total of 75 (42 males and 33 females) undergraduate and graduate students served as evaluator 

to assess 25 graphic design works. The students are studying in college of design at NYUST (National Yunlin 

University of Science and Technology) and well-educated in professional design courses at least for three 

years. All the subjects have learned the basic design course in university and are able to evaluate the graphic 

design works. 

Materials: A total of 25 graphic design works constituting with five circles in different sizes and locations. 

The graphic design works were created from the researchers. Each design work is printed in a 10 × 10 cm 

square area. All of the 25 design works were arranged in an A0 (84×119 cm) poster and presented with a 

exhibition panel (Figure 6). 

Methods: The subjects were explained the purposes and steps of the experiment before evaluation. Then 

they were asked to evaluate the 25 graphic design works along the 10 criteria with a 9-point scale system. The 

evaluation work lasted for around 50 minutes and the subjects could take a break to rest during the evaluation 

process. Each subject was paid $4/hour for his/her evaluation work.  

There are many criteria being used in evaluating graphic design. In order to derive crucial and useful 

factors from various criteria, a factor analysis was used to reduce the number for criteria. 
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Figure 6. 25 graphic design works for deriving crucial factors 

 

2.2. Testing validity of the crucial factors by regression analysis 

In order to test the validity of the crucial factors that deriving from the ten criteria, the methods such as 

linear regression analysis and correlation were used to test the predicting power and correlation coefficient. 

Subjects: A total of 21 subjects participated the evaluation works, 15 of them are males and 6 are females. 

They are the university and graduate students in college of design at NYUST. Well-educated in professional 

design courses at least for three years, such as basic design, design generalization, form generalization and 

form psychology, all the subjects have the foundation of theory and practice in form design and have the 

ability of evaluating graphic design work. Besides, the subjects evaluating crucial criteria are not the same as 

the subjects in previous experiment to ensure the subjects are unprejudiced. 
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Materials: Evaluating samples are 25 logo design works constituting with English letters and in black color 

to diminish the influence of color and to unify the format. 25 logo design works in each square of 10 cm 

respectively are arranged and encoded randomly in twenty-five squares of 13 cm separately to avoid the 

interference between the samples during evaluating (figure 7). 

Methods: Explaining the purposes and steps of the experiment to the subject before evaluating. The 

evaluating items are two: one is to evaluate 25 logo design works with two crucial criteria, balance and 

contrast, derived from the previous experiment, the other is to evaluate them with individual aesthetic 

perception. Both of items are in a 9-point scale system. 
 

 
Figure 7. 25 logo design works for testing validity of crucial factors[5] 
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3. Results 

3.1. Factor analysis  

In order to derive crucial and useful factors from various criteria, a factor analysis was used to reduce the 

number for criteria. The results showed that two crucial factors were extracted from the ten criteria explaining 

57.56% of variance (Table 1). The factor 1 was formed by harmony explaining 38.69% of variance and the 

factor 2 was formed by contrast explaining 18.87 of variance. The two criteria shall be used for evaluating the 

other set of graphic design works to test their validity. 

Table 1. Results of factor analysis 
Criteria  Component I Component II 

harmony  0.791 -0.137 
unity  0.775 -0.125 
balance 0.734 -0.320 
simplicity 0.651 -0.230 
symmetry  0.622 -0.488 
repetition  0.611 -0.240 

rhythm  0.513 0.660 
contrast  0.233 0.608 
gradation  0.513 0.547 
proportion  0.583 0.546

gravity  3.869 1.887
variance(%) 38.69 18.87
accumulation 
variance(%) 

38.69 57.56

 

3.2. Correlative analysis 

The correlative analysis is also used in order to explore the correlation among the ten criteria scores. The 

results (Table 2) showed that balance is highly correlative with symmetry and harmony; unity is highly 

correlative with harmony and simplicity; rhythm is highly correlative with gradation and proportion; overall 

score is most highly correlative with unity; contrast is negatively correlative with repetition and symmetry. The 

results are compatible with our aesthetic experience. 

Table 2. Results of correlative analysis 
 repetition gradation symmetry balance harmony contrast proportion rhythm simplicity unity
gradation 0.25     
symmetry 0.44 0.04    
balance 0.39 0.18 0.63   
harmony 0.40 0.29 0.45 0.65   
contrast -0.02 0.25 -0.04 0.07 0.12   
proportion 0.18 0.43 0.15 0.26 0.34 0.40   
rhythm 0.17 0.57 0.02 0.15 0.29 0.33 0.57   
simplicity 0.37 0.18 0.38 0.37 0.45 0.00 0.26 0.16  
unity 0.40 0.31 0.42 0.49 0.58 0.06 0.33 0.30 0.57 
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3.3. Regression analysis 

In order to confirm the validity of the two crucial criteria, balance and contrast, the linear regression 

analysis using the stepwise method was conducted in the 25 logo design works. The equation 1 indicates that 

the regression equation has a highly predicting power to the overall score based on the two crucial criteria (R2 

= 0.518). In the equation 1, Y means overall score, A means balance and B means contrast. 

Y= 0.593A+ 0.440B ﹣0.009………(1) 

 

3.4. Assessment of graphic and logo design works 

Finally, the logo design works are assessed in overall score. The best five logo design works are no. 21, 6, 1, 

4, and 11 and the worse ones are no. 7, 9, 24, 23, and 17 (Table 3). Compare with these deign works, we can 

conclude that the good design works should be with several features of: (a) emphasizing the performance of 

the subject, (b) smoothing the path of movement, (c) leaving some space, (d) noticing the visual performance 

of form, (e) constituting the status of subjects, (f) well-matching the perception of stabilization and rhythm, (g) 

avoiding the meaningless ornament, (h) pursuing the completeness with difference. 

 

Table 3. Ranking of 25 logo design works 
rank logo N min. max. mean SD 

1 21 21 3 9 6.52 2.09 
2 6 21 2 9 6.33 1.53 
3 1 21 3 9 6.33 1.65 
4 4 21 3 8 6.00 1.41 
5 11 21 2 8 6.00 1.84 
6 12 21 2 8 6.00 1.95 
7 2 21 3 9 5.81 2.11 
8 16 21 1 9 5.81 2.16 
9 15 21 2 8 5.81 1.69 
10 22 21 2 8 5.76 1.84 
11 13 21 2 8 5.62 1.69 
12 5 21 1 8 5.33 1.88 
13 18 21 1 9 5.29 2.43 
14 25 21 1 9 5.29 2.13 
15 20 21 2 9 5.29 2.10 
16 14 21 2 8 5.24 2.00 
17 3 21 2 9 5.24 1.81 
18 19 21 1 9 4.91 2.43 
19 10 21 2 8 4.86 1.88 
20 8 21 2 8 4.86 1.82 
21 17 21 2 8 4.81 1.72 
22 23 21 1 8 4.71 1.79 
23 24 21 1 8 4.52 1.99 
24 9 21 2 8 4.24 1.81 
25 7 21 1 8 4.00 1.90 
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4. Conclusion and Suggestion 

The purpose of the study is to develop an evaluation model for graphic design works. The conclusions of 

this study can be summarized as following.  

4.1. The results of factor analysis showed that the two crucial factors involving in design evaluation were 

balance and contrast, which can be the reference using for evaluating graphic design works. 

4.2. The linear regression analysis indicated that the regression equation had a highly predicting power to the 

overall score based on the two crucial criteria.  

4.3. The results of correlative analysis were the same as our expectation. Contrast is negatively correlative with 

repetition and symmetry; balance is highly correlative with symmetry and harmony; rhythm is highly 

correlative with gradation and proportion; unity is highly correlative with harmony and simplicity. 

4.4. With the progress of computer technology, we suggest that the regression equation can be written in a 

computer program for testing the validity of computer aided design evaluation in the future. 
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